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à What’s

Where/When is Vegan Faire?
When: July 22, 2017, 4PM–10PM
Where: Center Street
Promenade in CTR CITY
Anaheim (just down the street
from the Anaheim Packing
House).
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Is Vegan Faire Free?
Yes! Vegan Faire is a
FREE admission
community event.
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Do I have to be Vegan to go?
Nope! Vegan Faire
welcomes ALL to come join
in the fun. While there will be
other food options at the
brick & mortar locations, if
you are curious about
vegan food, now is the
perfect time to explore!

Will there be a Beer Garden?
Yes! This year’s beer
garden will be hosted
by the Anaheim
Halloween Parade.
Tickets will be available
at the door!
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02

Will there be Free Parking?
Yes! FREE parking will be
available at the two
parking garages from
the Oak Street entrance.

05

all about?

06

How many people will be there?
Last year we had around
6,000 people, and this year
we’re expecting even more!

Why Should I Go???............................................................it’s going to be FUN!

BIO/history of
Where it all began.......
Vegan Faire started back in
2013 by Lynda Santos, Chef of
Healthy Junk. What began as
a humble fair(e) with only 40
vendors on Center Street in
CTR CITY Anaheim has quickly
evolved into a staple vegan
event in just the past three
years. Now in its fourth year,
Vegan Faire hosts an average
of 80 vendors and 6,000
attendees. This fair(e)
celebrates a lifestyle and
seeks to increase awareness
in the ever growing CTR CITY
Lynda Santos has been living a
Anaheim
vegan lifestyle for over 20 years.
community.
To her, it’s more than just eating

The heart behind it.......

healthy, it’s eating consciously
and caring for all living beings in
the process. While she could
have stopped with simply
changing her eating habits,
Lynda decided to go further and
became a vegan chef. Healthy
Junk is an award-winning vegan
restaurant, and we have Lynda
Santos to thank!
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